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Presentation Outline	

Introduction 

•  Overview of Project 

•  Project Goals 

System Design 

•  Motor Sizing 

•  Nozzle Design 

•  Case Design 

•  Ignition System 

Testing and Development 

•  Computer Simulations 

•  Electrical System 

•  Test Article Design/Layout 



Spyder Vehicle and Project Goals 

•  Spyder Launch Vehicle 

•  Collaboration with UP Aerospace 

•  Spin-Stabilization System 

•  Project Goals 

•  Determine important design 
criteria 

•  Design test layout for Spyder’s 
spin-stabilization system 

•  Remain cost-effective with design 
criteria 

Nose fairing camera view of an UP Aerospace booster 
separating in space and ejecting the Maraia capsule. 
Credits: Contributed Photo / UP Aerospace 





Total impulse required was calculated using the 
following expression: 
 
 
 
Where: 

 J = total impulse (N-s) 
 Iroll = moment of inertia about the roll axis (N-m2) 
 Δω = angular velocity (Hz) 
 r = distance from axis of rotation (m) 
 g = acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m/s2) 

 
Impulses matched using data from thrustcurve.org 

•  Selected motor: AeroTech G339 - $25.67 
•  Space-grade propellant (ammonium perchlorate) 
  

Selecting a Motor 

J = IrollΔω / rg



Nozzle Performance in Space 
•  Hobby rocket nozzles typically have expansion ratio around 5 

§  This optimizes exit pressure for sea level operation 
•  Spyder will operate at 90 km (space) 

§  Higher expansion ratio, higher performance 
§  Upper limit (due to mass constraints) of 70 

•  Excel® spreadsheet analytically estimates in-space performance for a fixed 
chamber pressure 
§  Predicts Isp increase as high as 26% for G339 motor with expansion ratio of 70 
§  Performance losses and geometric constraints not included in model 
  
  



Optimizing the Case Design 
Python script: 
•  Calculates the case thickness (tcs) for 

several different materials 
•  Calculates the case mass using the 

material density  
•  Runs an optimizes on the mass  
•  Returns the case thickness, mass, and 

material 
Result: A case thickness greater than 2mm is 
appropriate for design and all materials 
considered. 
Governing equations (hoop stress): 

•  Pb: pressure 
•  rcs: case radius 
•  Ftu: ultimate tensile stress 
•  SF: safety factor 
•  Pmax: maximum chamber 

pressure 

tcs = Pbrcs / Ftu
Pb = SF ×MEOP
MEOP =1.03Pmax



A Robust Initiation System 
Orbital ATK’s semi-conductor bridge (SCB) initiator features: 
•  Mass: 0.588 grams 

•  Bridgewire resistance: 1.0 ohms 

•  Maximum no-fire current: 1 amp (1 watt) for 5 minutes 

•  Demonstrated reliability: 0.9992 at 95% confidence 

•  Pyrotechnic material: Titanium subhydride potassium perchlorate 

•  Pressure output: 729 psi in a 10 cc volume (approximately MEOP) 

SMALL/ 
LIGHTWEIGHT 
DIFFICULT TO 
MISFIRE/SAFE 
RELIABLE 
APPROPRIATE FOR 
FREE VOLUME IN 
OUR APPLICATION 



Computer Simulation Components 

A MATLAB simulation was developed to explore flight dynamics of Spyder.  

 

Variables include: 

•  Radial lever arm for spin-up thrust vectors 

•  Vertical lever arm for spin-up thrust vectors 

•  Different thrust curves with mismatched impulses 

• Motor firing mismatch 

r 
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Computer Simulation Results 

Refer to MATLAB for 
Demonstration 



Computer Simulation Results 

Refer to MATLAB for 
Demonstration 



Computer Simulation Results 



Developing a Robust Ignition Circuit 

•  Modified Space Shuttle/SLS Booster 
ignition circuit (safe and reliable) 
§  Several items removed or simplified 

to reduce cost and weight 
•  Main power supply is 22-28 V 
•  ARM and FIRE commands are 3-5 V 

signals from NI myRIO 1900 
§  Signals are sent via Wi-Fi ensuring 

safe operation 
§  Redundancy: ARM, FIRE 1, FIRE 2 

•  Firing charge comes from a 1,000 µF 
capacitor 

•  Testing showed capacitor is charged 
quickly and plenty of energy is supplied 
to igniters 



Simultaneous Ignition Testing 



Goal: Match Spyder’s moments of inertia for test 
article design 

•  Modeled the test article with crude geometries 

•  Matched Spyder’s moments about all three axes 

Problems: 

•  The hemispherical air bearing had a maximum 
deflection angle of less than one degree 

•  The dimensions required to match were too large to 
construct a realistic, testable system 

Design Feasibility for Test Article 



•  Re-designed test article to match 
MOI about roll axis only 

•  Use AeroTech D21 for proof of 
concept 

•  I200 motors for full-scale tests 

•  Updated simulation variables 
based on test article design 
parameters for model verification 

A Practical Test Article 
Three-axis counter balance 

Acme rod 

Weights 

3D printed retention plates 

Aluminum t-slots 

myRIO and power supply 

Motor mounting plate 

Aluminum retention tube 

Hemispherical air-bearing 

Pedestal 

Base plate 



Based on the material presented, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

•  Standard hobby rocket motors are a cost effective, reliable option for small 
launch vehicle spin-stabilization 

•  To ensure flight stability during the spin-up stage, a motor firing mismatch of 
20 ms or less is tolerable 

•  Simultaneous ignition of two solid rocket motors is achievable 

 

Conclusions 



Future Work 

•  Physical testing with D21/I200 motors 

•  Analysis of acquired data and determine model feasibility 

• Material testing to determine new options for rocket motor casing such as 
nickel coated plastics 

•  A larger nozzle expansion ratio will increase performance in a near-vacuum 
environment, but geometric constraints still need to be determined 

•  Scarfed and canted nozzle analysis 

• Mature design of spin-stabilization system 
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Questions? 



SCB Initiator Specifications Sheet 



SCB Initiator Spec Sheet (continued) 



Derivation of Impulse Required 



Moment of Inertia Derivation 
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